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Zetetics as an Area of Knowledge

Joseph T. Tykociner

excerpts from Outline of Zetetics, Dorrance & Co., 1960: Philadelphia
Third Printing, 1971

Zetetics as an area of knowledge can be briefly summarized as follows: It is the
totality of recorded, systematized knowledge related to such

methods of research and artistic production,

mental processes,

psychological factors, and

environmental conditions

as

lead to new problems,

stimulate creative imagination,

enhance selective thinking, and

generate fruitful ideas.

Thus, it includes as its basic factual material all the available data concerning the origin
of discoveries, inventions, works of art, and great systems of philosophy. It is concerned
with improving methods of inquiry (especially by expanding scientific methods), dis-
covering gaps in knowledge, finding interrelations between the arts and sciences, and
formulating new problems. Consequently, zetetics will supply the basis of education for
research. Finally, it will develop a discipline for disseminating new knowledge and skills
helpful in zetesis.

In connection with the definition of knowledge as the totality of ”information pre-
served by culture,” the question may arise: What is information? Here the word in-
formation refers to the component parts, the building stones, of which knowledge is
composed. The product of Zetesis, symbolized by the shaded triangle,
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We may extend our simile still further by asking: what is the genesis of those islands?
In geological terms, we might refer to volcanic action or to a recession of the sea. But
in terms of zetetics, we say that it is the quest for knowledge, stimulated by creato-
motive drives and impelled by zetesis, which makes new islands of knowledge emerge
from the sea of receding ignorance and raises the old islands to still higher levels. As
this process continues, small islands merge with larger ones, so that some day they may
even consolidate into continents.

There are a few cogent tendencies which lead to the unity of sciences, among them:

The formation of border sciences, sometimes called intersciences. With their
growth, their borders widen and overlap their mother sciences. They may be
regarded as ”bridges of knowledge” connecting neighboring insular parts.

The widening scope of research activity. It produces new knowledge, widens our
world views, and thus acts as a binding link interlocking knowledge as a whole.
Thus, evidence is being collected which shows that the fundamental characteris-
tics of research are identical in all fields of knowledge. The more obvious this
development, the more accelerated will become the unifying process.

Cooperation between valuable aggregations of diversely oriented minds, as we find
them in universities. At present they are active singly as researchers in one of
the multifarious specialized fields of knowledge. Unfortunately, this extreme spe-
cialization, partly due to administrative departmentalization, reduces significantly
their unifying influence.

This isolation is produced by the prevailing attitude among specialized scientists and
technologists, whose outlook has been restricted by the onesidedness of their particular
tasks. Important as those particular fields may be, scientists would profit by following,
if only in a general way, the developments in other fields and areas. The need for a wider
outlook becomes convincing when we consider how many notable advances are usually
made on the frontier lines separating two sciences or on the periphery of two seemingly
disconnected areas of knowledge.

It is the zetetic approach which opens up new fields, leads to new branches of sci-
ence, and is destined to unite them with old ones by discovering links toward wider
generalizations. The number of such missing links is imposingly large. And the question
arises: What is the sequence in which our ignorance, as represented by the gaps, should
be attacked?
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is the increment of knowledge which flows into the common store. In the store of
knowledge we possess a treasure which is not depleted by its use, but rather increased
by it. Thus showing the process of growth and amplification of knowledge due to research
and artistic activity.

But the total growth of knowledge cannot be represented merely by summing up all
the particular

s

achieved by research in the sciences, including zetetics. Something else must be con-
sidered, namely, growth by unification of sciences. Still another factor must be taken
into account—the effect of expansion of knowledge on human affairs. And we know the
changes produced in our living conditions by the applications of systematizes knowledge.
This means that growth of knowledge leads to an expansion of our views and brings to
the foreground problems of world-wide significance.

Thus, the total gain obtained from increments in all the arts and sciences, plus
steps toward unification, plus widening perspective, lead to anothe step in the growth
of knowledge—its gradual integration, a process which may be regarded as the most
important objective of zetesis. This integration is represented by the symbol

Ki =

 t2

t1

cience

in which an elongated S represents both the s in science and the symbol of integra-
tion. It means: Integration of science, leading to a consistent knowledge of ways of life
appropriate to develop and sustain a creative human society.

Our main task at present is to find an answer to the question: Where should research
efforts be directed in order to avoid manmade catastrophes? This is an example of the
problems of paramount importance which cannot be solved by any special field of science,
but may be solved by integrating all fields.

As mentioned previously, the adaptation of a diverse society to new conditions chang-
ing at an increasing rate poses problems which cannot be properly studied within the
compass of any particular science. In order to recognize the difficulties of such problems
and chart the course toward their solution, we need first of all means for an early ori-
entation among the prevailing trends, so as to foresee coming dangers and counteract
them.

Finally, we must educate a new kind of imaginative explorer capable of building
structures of knowledge out of the materials supplied by various specialized researchers.
The rapidly developing new world could use a great many such ”architects of knowl-
edge—zetetists.” They will have to learn how to combine knowledge derived from large
groups of arts and sciences and mold it into unified structures functionally suitable,
aesthetically valuable, and ethically appropriate for a higher level of living.

Knowledge with its division and subdivisions may be figuratively compared to an
archipelago with a great number of large and small islands dispersed in a sea of ignorance.
It is not ignorance which engulfs the islands of knowledge and hides from our view the
basic connective soil—the potential source of new knowledge?
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Conferenza su niente

John Cage

traduzione di R. Pedio per l’antologia John Cage. Silenzio, Feltrinelli, 1971: Milano, IT
Originalmente proferita nel The Artists’ Club, New York, 1950

Io sono qui, e c’è da dire niente. Se c’è tra voi chi vuole andarsene da qualche parte,
la·sciatelo andare in qualsiasi momento. Quello che chiediamo è il silenzio; ma quel
che il silenzio richiede è che io seguiti a parlare. Date a ciascun pensiero una spinta:
cade facilmente; ma chi spinge e chi è spinto pro·ducono quel trattenimento che è detto
discussione Ne faremo una piú tardi? O, potremmo semplicemente de·cidere di non
fare una discussione. Come vi pare. Ma ora ci sono i si·lenzi e le parole fanno, a·iutano
a fare i silenzi. Io ho da dire niente e lo sto dicendo e questa è la poesia che mi serve
Questo spazio di tempo è organizzato Non si deve temerli questi si·lenzi,—li si può
amare. Questo è un discorso composto, perché io lo vado facendo appunto come un
pezzo di musica. È come un bicchiere di latte Ci oc·corre il bicchiere

e ci ocorre il latte. O ancora è come un bicchiere vuoto nel quale in qualsiasi
momento si può versare qualunque cosa Andando avanti, (chi lo sa?) un’i·dea può
capitare in questo dis·corso. Non ho idea se capiterà oppure no. Se ne capita una,
fatela entrare. Consideratela qualcosa di visto per un i·stante, come da un finestrino
mentre si viaggia. Se si traversa il Kansas, all·ora, ovviamente, è il Kansas. L’Arizona
è piú interessante, quasi troppo interessante, specialmente per un newyorkese che si
sta interessando mal·grado se stesso di ogni cosa. Ora lui sa che gli occorre il Kansas
dentro di sè. Il Kansas non rassomiglia a niente sulla terra, e per un newyorkese è
molto rigenerante. Come un bicchiere vuoto, nient’altro che frumento, o è granoturco?
Ha importanza? Il Kansas, c’è questo: in qualunque momento uno se ne può andare.
E ogni volta che uno vuole ci può ritornare. O lo si può lasciare per sempre e non
tornarci mai, perché noi possediamo niente. La nostra poesia oggi è rendersi conto
che possediamo il niente. Perciò ogni cosa è una gioia (dato che non la possediamo) e
co·śı non c’è da temere di perderla. Non oc·corre distruggere il pas·sato: è andato: in
ogni momento, può riapparire e sembrar essere ed essere il presente

. Sa·rebbe una ripetizione? Solo se pensavamo di averlo, ma visto che non
l’abbiamo, è libero, e co·śı noi. Assolutamente tutti sanno qualcosa del futuro e di
come sia in·certo. Quel che io chiamo poe·sia viene spesso chiamato contenuto. Io
per me l’ho chiamato forma. È la continuit à di un pezzo di musica. La continuit à
oggi, quando è necessaria, è una dimostrazione di disinteresse. Cio, una prova che la
nostra gioia sta nel non possedere alcunch. Ogni momento ci regala quello che succede.
Com’ è diverso questo senso della forma da quello che si lega alla memoria: temi e
temi secondari; loro conflitto, loro sviluppo; culmine; ricapitulazione (che è credere
che si possa possedere la propria casa). Ma oggi, a differenza della lumaca, portiamo
le nostre case dentro di noi, il che ci consente di volare o fermarci,—per godere di ogn
·una. Ma at·tenti a quello che è tanto bello da levare il fiato, perché in ogni momento
il te·lefono può suonare o l’a·ereo venir giú in un lotto vacante. Un pezzo di corda o
un tramonto, quando non si possiedono, l’uno e l’altro agisce e la continuità ac·cade.
Nient’altro che niente si può dire. Ascoltare o fare, questo nella musica non è differente
solo piú semplice—dal vivere cośı. Pi semplice, cioè, , per meper·ché si dà il caso che
io scriva musica.
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development, the more accelerated will become the unifying process.

Cooperation between valuable aggregations of diversely oriented minds, as we find
them in universities. At present they are active singly as researchers in one of
the multifarious specialized fields of knowledge. Unfortunately, this extreme spe-
cialization, partly due to administrative departmentalization, reduces significantly
their unifying influence.

This isolation is produced by the prevailing attitude among specialized scientists and
technologists, whose outlook has been restricted by the onesidedness of their particular
tasks. Important as those particular fields may be, scientists would profit by following,
if only in a general way, the developments in other fields and areas. The need for a wider
outlook becomes convincing when we consider how many notable advances are usually
made on the frontier lines separating two sciences or on the periphery of two seemingly
disconnected areas of knowledge.
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arises: What is the sequence in which our ignorance, as represented by the gaps, should
be attacked?
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Spider and I

Sit watching the sky

On a world without sound.

We knit a web to catch one tiny fly

For our world without sound.

We sleep in the mornings,

We dream of a ship that sails away,

A thousand miles away.

2 zetetics, pronoetics

is the increment of knowledge which flows into the common store. In the store of
knowledge we possess a treasure which is not depleted by its use, but rather increased
by it. Thus showing the process of growth and amplification of knowledge due to research
and artistic activity.

But the total growth of knowledge cannot be represented merely by summing up all
the particular

s

achieved by research in the sciences, including zetetics. Something else must be con-
sidered, namely, growth by unification of sciences. Still another factor must be taken
into account—the effect of expansion of knowledge on human affairs. And we know the
changes produced in our living conditions by the applications of systematizes knowledge.
This means that growth of knowledge leads to an expansion of our views and brings to
the foreground problems of world-wide significance.

Thus, the total gain obtained from increments in all the arts and sciences, plus
steps toward unification, plus widening perspective, lead to anothe step in the growth
of knowledge—its gradual integration, a process which may be regarded as the most
important objective of zetesis. This integration is represented by the symbol

Ki =

 t2

t1

cience

in which an elongated S represents both the s in science and the symbol of integra-
tion. It means: Integration of science, leading to a consistent knowledge of ways of life
appropriate to develop and sustain a creative human society.

Our main task at present is to find an answer to the question: Where should research
efforts be directed in order to avoid manmade catastrophes? This is an example of the
problems of paramount importance which cannot be solved by any special field of science,
but may be solved by integrating all fields.

As mentioned previously, the adaptation of a diverse society to new conditions chang-
ing at an increasing rate poses problems which cannot be properly studied within the
compass of any particular science. In order to recognize the difficulties of such problems
and chart the course toward their solution, we need first of all means for an early ori-
entation among the prevailing trends, so as to foresee coming dangers and counteract
them.

Finally, we must educate a new kind of imaginative explorer capable of building
structures of knowledge out of the materials supplied by various specialized researchers.
The rapidly developing new world could use a great many such ”architects of knowl-
edge—zetetists.” They will have to learn how to combine knowledge derived from large
groups of arts and sciences and mold it into unified structures functionally suitable,
aesthetically valuable, and ethically appropriate for a higher level of living.

Knowledge with its division and subdivisions may be figuratively compared to an
archipelago with a great number of large and small islands dispersed in a sea of ignorance.
It is not ignorance which engulfs the islands of knowledge and hides from our view the
basic connective soil—the potential source of new knowledge?
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